We do not have current contact information for these alumni. Can you help us reconnect with them? If you have correct contact information for any of the alumni listed below, please contact the Oberlin College Alumni Office at (440) 775-8692, (800) 693-3167, or alumni@oberlin.edu. You can also contact Co-Class Presidents Toju Omatete at toju5@hotmail.com or Polly Washburn at polly@positronmedia.com. Thank you!

Brandon Adrien
William Allen
Okjwa An
Ronald Baker
Davina Barr
Karen Baumer
Katharina Becker
Rachel Bonnar
Kostadin Bozilov
Cory Brandt
Andrew Broman
Lori Caplan
Stanford Carpenter
Anthony Cherin
Neel Chowdhury
Peter Clements
Richard Cochran
Sheryl Cohen
Montgomery Conner
Caralee DeBlasio
Suzanne Donahue
Erik Dorset
Paul Eaton
Eliza Evans
Elisa Fraser
Elizabeth Suing Freiheit
Leslie Gibbons
Jessica Goldberg
Brigham Golden
Jonathan Golub
Madelyn Bruehl
Greenwood
Jennifer Tacher Griffith
Martha Hardy
Tiffany Herring
David Hersey
Rebecca Hoffman
Steven Hohn
David Hottinger
Tina Huang
Richard Hubbell
Christopher Johnson
Michael Kackman
David Kaufman
Karen Kessel
Ramon Korionoff
Steven Kraines
Soyoung Lee
Daniel Maier
Christopher Mantle
Jennifer Marcus
Carian McLean
Aino Millikan
Laura Mitchell
Claude Moller
Kara Moritz
Vincent Nunez
Adam Payne
Janusz Pomian-Worowski
Rachel Portnoy
John Rehm
Andrea Ried
Heather Riley
John Roach
Geoffrey Robinson
Jessica Roemer
Yuko Sakamaki
Timothy Salamon
Scudder Smith
Sue Song
Warren SooHoo
Dennis Spohn
Craig Spriggs
Emily Stone
Rebecca Sugerman
Avrom Suslovich
Jeffrey Taylor
Hugo Tettamanti
William Theodoracopulos
Christine To
Kwaku Twumasi
Jeffrey Urban
Donita Volkwijn
Shannon Waddle
Michael Williams
Miranda Wilson
Christine Wolfe
Peter Yu
Farisa Zarinetchi
John Zarobell
Sam Zimmerman

*This list was compiled on September 17, 2014.